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Reading comprehension :(7pts) 

Task 1:I read and I choose the correct answer (1*2=2 pts)

1- Fethi is :

a- fine            b- happy                 c- ill

2- the doctor is :

a- a teacher             b- a dentist                  c- a dietician

Task 2: I read and I answer with TRUE (��) or FALSE (×) (1pt*3=3 pts)

1- Fethi is sick                                   ...............
2- he is very well                              ................
3- he should not take antibiotics          ..............

Task 3: I read and find synonyms / opposites

Synonyms:

Sick = ...............................                        ;                                     ache = ............................

Opposites:

Nice =/= ................................                   ;                           Should not =/= ........................

Third Term Test

Fethi: Good morning doctor ! 
Doctor: Good morning son !  Emm you look very pale and 
sad ,how do you feel ?
Fethi: I'm not very well doctor,I'm ill, I have got a terrible 
toothache. 
Doctor: oh I see, your cheek is swollen too. 
Fethi: what should I do ? the pain is awful ! 
Doctor: well, let's see,open your mouth, emmm, your  tooth 
is still fine,you should take some antibiotics !. take this 
prescription and go to the chemist !  
Fethi: thanks doctor !
Doctor: get well soon son !
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Mastery of language :(7 pts) 

Task 1: I reorder the words to get coherent sentences . (3pts)

� suffers / she /sunburn /. /from/ >
……………………………………………………………

� should/ what/ do /? / he >……………………………………………………………
� should / not/ you/. /CocaCola/ drink        
>……………………………………………………………                                 

Task 2: I put : should / shouldn't (0.5*4=2 pts)

Ahmed is overweight, =he is fat what should he do ?

-He ..........................................eat fruit and vegetables.

-He ..........................................watch T.V too much.

-He ...........................................follow a diet plan.

-He .........................................practice sports.

Task 3:I pronounce and classify words in the table:(0.5 pt*4=2pt)

ache - children - mushroom -mechanic

/ʃ/ /tʃ/ /k/

Situation of integration :(6 pts) 

I complete the dialogue with : look / how /medication/chemist/stomach ache /sick /

Doctor: You ........very pale, .......do you feel ?

Salim: I am ........ , I have got a terrible ..........................

Doctor: let me check, your belly is swollen emmm,I will prescribe you some .....................

go to the .............. to buy them.

Salim: thank you doctor ! see you !

Doctor: get well soon Salim !
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